
KACTUS KICKERS
APS Hiking Club

Devils Bridge

Saturday, October 5, 2002

Type: Fam Location: Coconino National Forest Rating/Points: 1 / 1

Length: 1.8 miles RT Elevation Gain: 400 feet Options: Y

Maximum number of participants (NL for no limit): 15 Major Hike (Y/N): N

Cross-country Hiking (Y/N): N Exploratory Hiking (Y/N): N Individual Effort (Y/N): N

Projected Starting Time: 10:00 a.m. Duration: 1.75 hours

Required Equipment:  Water, sunscreen, hat, First Aid kit w/extra bandages & antibacterial wipes/lotion/ointment.

Recommended Equipment:  Fanny or day pack, lunch, snacks, camera, long pants, long sleeve shirt & gloves for young
children who may fall on the trail, sunglasses, hat, sturdy shoes or boots, sweatshirt, jacket, rain gear or poncho.

Cautions:  The trailhead is at 4,600’ elevation.  Keep an eye out for wild critters, but please don’t feed them.

Special Preparations: None Date Last Scouted Completely: NA

Travel Distance:  From downtown Phoenix it takes about 2 1/2 hours to drive the 130 miles to the trailhead, allow more time
for stops, breakfast, lunch, sightseeing, etc.

Description:   This will be a moderate hike, suitable for intermediate young hikers.  It will be an out and back hike of 1.8
miles with a 400’ net elevation change.  Plan to eat your lunch along the trail.  The following description is taken from the
guidebook Best Hikes With Children in Arizona by Lawrence Letham; an entire trail description is included in this book.

“The red and white striated mountains of Sedona are the backdrop to Devils Bridge, a natural sandstone bridge. Children love
touching the red sandstone that forms the bridge's base and seeing blue sky from behind the arch. The sandstone that can be
seen and touched along the trail is a graphic example of how the wind sculpts solid stone. A side trail that leads to views of
the forest surrounded by Sedona's famous red-rock mountains invites exploration. Challenge the children to a game to see
who is the first to spot the balancing rock on the mountain. The juniper, manzanita, and cypress offer shade occasionally
along the trail.”

Optionally, you can always turn around whenever you like, but please notify the hike coordinator when you do.

Please contact the hike coordinator if you intend to participate on this activity.

Recommended guidebook: Best Hikes With Children in Arizona by Lawrence Letham. (Hike #17, p.85) ISBN 0-89886-515-8

Driving Directions: Take I-17 north out of Phoenix to the Sedona turn off, exit number 298. Follow state route 179 north into
Sedona to where it intersects with SR 89A. From the junction of Routes 89A and 179, take 89A west 3.2 miles to Dry Creek
Road on the right. Go 1.9 miles to FS 152 on the right. Take this unpaved road (rough, but generally passable by any car) for
about 1.5 miles or so to the sign that indicates the Devils Bridge Trailhead on the right. The trailhead is at the end of the small
parking lot, elevation 4,600 feet, and is marked by a metal sign that says DEVILS BRIDGE, TRAIL 120. A Red Rock Pass is
required for all parked vehicles, see Parking Information on the web site or contact the coordinator for more info.

Activity Coordinator: Fred Pfeifer Ext. #: 81-2024 Sta. #: 8860

Outside APS Number : (602) 250-2024 Home Phone Number: (602) 978-1854

E-Mail Address fred.pfeifer@pinnaclewest.com Alternate Contact: NA


